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Grip Strength Cutpoints for the Identification of Clinically Relevant Weakness
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Background. Weakness is common and contributes to disability, but no consensus exists regarding a strength cutpoint to identify persons at high risk. This analysis, conducted as part of the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health Sarcopenia Project, sought to identify cutpoints that distinguish weakness associated with mobility impairment, defined as gait speed less than 0.8 m/s.

Methods. In pooled cross-sectional data (9,897 men and 10,950 women), Classification and Regression Tree analysis was used to derive cutpoints for grip strength associated with mobility impairment.

Results. In men, a grip strength of 26–32 kg was classified as “intermediate” and less than 26 kg as “weak”; 11% of men were intermediate and 5% were weak. Compared with men with normal strength, odds ratios for mobility impairment were 3.63 (95% CI: 3.01–4.38) and 7.62 (95% CI: 6.13–9.49), respectively. In women, a grip strength of 16–20 kg was classified as “intermediate” and less than 16 kg as “weak”; 25% of women were intermediate and 18% were weak. Compared with women with normal strength, odds ratios for mobility impairment were 2.44 (95% CI: 2.20–2.71) and 7.62 (95% CI: 6.13–9.49), respectively. Weakness based on these cutpoints was associated with mobility impairment across subgroups based on age, body mass index, height, and disease status. Notably, in women, grip strength divided by body mass index provided better fit relative to grip strength alone, but fit was not sufficiently improved to merit different measures by gender and use of a more complex measure.

Conclusions. Cutpoints for weakness derived from this large, diverse sample of older adults may be useful to identify populations who may benefit from interventions to improve muscle strength and function.
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Muscle weakness is related to poor physical performance and incident mobility limitations among older adults (1–6). Weakness is considered a key element of frailty (7) and, increasingly, of sarcopenia (8,9). Although the association between weakness and functional limitations is strong, there is no consensus regarding a cutpoint for identification of risk for functional problems. In order to identify population subgroups in whom weakness is a potential contributor to functional limitations, it is necessary to determine what constitutes a clinically relevant degree of weakness.
This is the second in a series of reports from the Foundation for the National Institutes of Health (FNIH) Sarcopenia Project, which pooled data from multiple studies to develop and evaluate clinically relevant criteria for weakness and low muscle mass (10). The purpose of the analysis presented here was to identify cutpoints that distinguish weakness (measured by grip strength) associated with mobility impairment (measured by gait speed) using cross-sectional data (ie, to maximize concurrent validity). This analysis builds on previous research on the association between strength and walking speed using a data-driven approach across multiple populations and an analytic technique (Classification and Regression Tree [CART] analysis) designed to optimize concurrent validity in the context of complex interactions. Findings were used to address subsequent Project goals reported separately (11–13).

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Data available for this phase of the FNIH Sarcopenia Project analysis included: the Study of Osteoporotic Fractures, both the original cohort (study Visit 6) (14) and African American cohort (study Visit 1) (15); the Osteoporotic Fractures in Men Study (baseline visit) (16); the Health, Aging and Body Composition Study (Year 6 Clinic Visit) (17); the Framingham Study (both the Offspring cohort [exam cycles 6 and 7, 1996–2001] (18) and Original cohort [exam cycle 26, 1999–2001]) (19); the InCHIANTI Study (Aging in the Chianti Area, Year 3 visit) (20); the Boston Puerto Rican Health Study (baseline visit) (21); the Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility-Reykjavik Study (baseline visit) (22); and four clinical trials from the University of Connecticut (UCONN, randomization visit for all studies) (23–26).

To be included in these analyses, participants were required to have height and weight, grip strength, and gait speed measured at a single time point: Of the 26,625 participants aged 65 and older in the pooled data, 1,403 were ineligible because they were in studies that did not collect the variables used in this analysis; 1,978 were not eligible for assessment of key measures within their study; and an additional 2,397 were excluded due to missing data, yielding a final sample size of 20,847 (9,897 men and 10,950 women). Participants excluded due to missing data were older, slower, weaker, had lower body mass index (BMI), higher rates of chronic conditions, and were more likely to be women.

**Measures**

Walking speed less than 0.8 m/s was selected as the primary outcome for the FNIH Sarcopenia Project because of its strong longitudinal associations with disability and mortality and because its use has been recommended by other experts (refs. (9) and (10)). Detailed descriptions of gait speed assessment are available elsewhere (10).

Grip strength was selected as the primary measure of strength for several reasons. It is clearly related to mobility outcomes (4,6,27) and is easy to use in both clinical and community settings. Standard protocols are available for use without a high level of investigator training, and similar protocols were used across Project studies. Conversely, measures of lower extremity strength were inconsistent across participating studies. Preliminary analysis suggested that grip strength explained a similar amount of variance in walking speed compared with knee extension strength ($R^2$ for grip strength = .01–.16, $R^2$ for knee extension strength = .04–.17).

Grip strength was measured by handheld dynamometer (28). A summary of study protocols is available in Supplementary Appendix Table 1). The majority of studies (11 out of 13 cohorts) utilized Jamar dynamometers. The maximum strength value in either hand was analyzed.

**Statistical Analysis**

Our approach relied on identifying a level of grip strength below which older persons are more likely to have a mobility impairment (gait speed < 0.8 m/s). Individual-level data from all cohorts were combined into a single, pooled data set. Scatterplots with overlaid locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) curves were used to describe the shape of the relationship between grip strength and gait speed.

CART analysis was then performed as the primary method for deriving cutpoints for muscle strength (29). Briefly, CART recursively partitions study participants into mutually exclusive groups defined by predictor cutpoints within which participants have similar outcome probabilities. CART is virtually free of modeling assumptions, which provides several advantages in this context: (i) it optimizes concurrent validity by identifying predictors and cutpoints with the strongest relationship with the outcome based on the criterion of minimum error sum of squares; (ii) it does not require an a priori specified number of cutpoints; and (iii) it can identify complex interactions (ie, nonlinear interactions involving multiple variables) with other potentially important variables (eg, BMI, height). CART has been used previously to study the association between strength and walking speed (5,30).

CART analysis was performed using R version 2.10.1, and cross-validation was used to select the best-performing cutpoints. Internal cross-validation is intended to avoid overfitting and development of sample-specific cutpoints. Cross-validation was performed by randomly partitioning the pooled data into 10 equally sized mutually exclusive subsamples (ie, each sample excluded 10% of the original pooled data). The tree was then applied to the 10 subsamples.
each of which contained 90% of the data, and the error variance (called the prediction error, calculated using the error sum of squares) from each subsample was calculated. The 10 prediction errors were used to calculate the empirical standard error of the prediction error. Following published guidelines (31), the tree was pruned to the most parsimonious tree within one standard error of the tree with the smallest prediction error. This pruned tree contains the final set of strength cutpoints from pooled analysis.

Several sets of candidate predictors were included in CART models to identify the most appropriate model for the prediction of slow gait speed: maximum grip strength, body size indicators (BMI, height, weight), and the ratio of strength to body size (grip strength/height, grip strength/weight, grip strength/height², and grip strength/BMI), because previous research suggests that the association between strength and mobility may differ across strata of BMI (4).

Sensitivity analysis examined the predictive power of recommended cutpoints across cohorts and by characteristics such as age, BMI, height, and comorbidities. Cutpoints were evaluated by predicting slow walking speed based on strength category in a mixed-effects logistic regression model including indicator functions for cutpoints as fixed effects and random intercepts accounting for heterogeneity between data sets. Additional sensitivity analysis examined the stability of CART-derived cutpoints using alternative gait speed outcomes (<0.6 m/s and continuous gait speed). Although additional analyses were planned based on inability to rise from a chair (an alternative physical performance measure), only 3.8% of men and 6.0% of women met this criterion, providing insufficient sample size to implement those analyses.

Results

Sample descriptive characteristics are available in the online Supplementary Appendix and generally resemble characteristics of the parent studies described elsewhere (10). Figure 1 provides plots of the association between grip strength and gait speed in men and women. Visual inspection of the LOESS curves provided little evidence of a clear threshold effect of strength on continuous gait speed.

CART analysis predicting probability of slow walking (<0.8 m/s) yielded somewhat different results for men and women. In men, grip strength alone was the strongest predictor of slow walking (ie, resulted in the lowest relative error compared to other predictors), and CART analysis did not identify differences in grip strength cutpoints by BMI. In women, grip strength/BMI was the strongest predictor of slow walking. In order to further explore these gender effects, we evaluated cutpoints based on grip strength alone and grip strength/BMI in both men and women. We conducted logistic regression using alternative definitions of weakness and comparing both model fit statistics and the strength of the associations between weakness and slowness. Because the additional value of including BMI in the definition of weakness was unclear (ie, including BMI did not consistently improve model fit or result in stronger associations between weakness and slowness), we elected to use cutpoints based on grip strength alone as our primary analysis.

Figure 2 provides results for the primary definition. The first cutpoint identified in men was based on having grip strength equal to or above 31.83 kg versus below 31.83 kg. Within the low-strength group (<31.83 kg), a second cutpoint was identified at 25.99 kg. Among the weakest men (grip strength < 25.99 kg), 40.4% had slow gait speed, compared with 20.6% among men with intermediate strength (grip strength of 25.99–31.82), and 5.7% among men in the highest strength group (grip strength ≥ 31.83).

The first cutpoint identified in women was based on having grip strength equal to or above 19.99 kg versus below 19.99 kg. Within the low-strength group (<19.99 kg), a second cutpoint was identified at 15.92 kg. Among the weakest women (grip strength < 15.92 kg), 51.4% of women had slow gait speed, compared with 35.6% among women with intermediate strength (grip strength of 15.92–19.98 kg), and 20.1% among women in the highest strength group (grip strength ≥ 19.99 kg).

Based on these results, we defined three strength categories for both men and women (normal strength, intermediate, and weak). Table 1 provides the prevalence of strength categories in the full sample, accounting for heterogeneity across studies, and provides the relative odds of slow walking across strength groups. The majority of men were classified as normal strength (84%), 11% were classified as intermediate, and 5% as weak. Men in the intermediate and weak groups, respectively, had 3.6 (odds ratio [OR] = 3.63, 95% CI: 3.01–4.38) and 7.6 (OR = 7.62, 95% CI: 6.13–9.49) times greater odds of having slow gait speed relative to men in the normal strength group. Over half of women were classified as normal strength (57%), 25% were classified as intermediate and 18% as weak. Women in the intermediate and weak groups, respectively, had 2.4 (OR = 2.44, 95% CI: 2.20–2.71) and 4.4 (OR = 4.42, 95% CI: 3.94–4.97) times the odds of slow walking relative to women in the normal strength group. Test statistics (sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value) are provided in the Supplementary Appendix.

Table 1 also provides the results of sensitivity analysis across stratification variables. As expected, the prevalence of weakness varied across age, BMI, height, and diseases status. However, in most cases, the excess prevalence of slowness associated with weakness was similar across groups. For example, the prevalence of weakness was higher among women aged 80 and older (27%) than among women aged 65–74 (12%). However, in both age groups, weakness was associated with an excess 3.5–3.7 times the odds of slow walking relative to normal strength. Notably, this was also true for
BMI. Underweight women were the most likely to be weak (32%), whereas obese women were the least likely to be weak (14%). However, weakness was associated with an excess 4.4–4.8 times the odds of slow walking across all BMI groups.
The only statistically significant interactions occurred in men, for age and height. The association between weakness and slow walking was stronger in men in the 65–79 age group (OR = 7.42, 95% CI: 5.28–10.43) than in men aged 80 and older (OR = 4.17, 95% CI: 3.10–5.61). The association between weakness and slow walking was strongest in men in the tallest height tertile (OR = 10.24, 95% CI: 5.98–17.54) compared with the lowest tertile (OR = 6.69, 95% CI: 4.93–9.09).

Additional analysis (Supplementary Appendix Table 4) examined the prevalence of strength categories and low mobility across cohorts. Although the prevalence of weakness and mobility limitations differed across cohorts, the relationship between weakness and mobility limitation was generally similar. Relationships were less consistent in the clinical trials and in the Boston Puerto Rican Health Study.

Sensitivity analysis also considered the stability of grip strength cutpoints based on alternative gait speed outcomes (results not shown). In men, use of gait speed less than 0.6 m/s produced results similar to the main analysis (<26 kg), identifying a weak group with grip strength less than 25.90 kg. Use of a continuous gait speed outcome resulted in selection of a slightly higher cutpoint for weakness (<27.94 kg). In women, both alternative specifications yielded slightly higher cutpoints for grip strength than the cutpoint found in the main analysis (<16 kg). Models using gait speed less than 0.6 m/s as the outcome identified a weak group with grip strength less than 17.78 kg, and models using a continuous gait speed outcome identified a weak group with grip strength less than 19.99 kg, similar to the “intermediate” group in the main analysis.

Results for an alternative definition utilizing grip strength/BMI are reported in the Supplementary Appendix and briefly summarized here. Using a definition of weakness based on grip strength alone, 14% of obese women were classified as weak, and weakness in obese women was associated with 4.4 times the odds of slow walking relative to normal strength (OR = 4.41, 95% CI: 3.45–5.64). Alternatively, using a definition based on grip strength divided by BMI (see Supplementary Appendix Table 5), 33% of obese women were classified as weak, and weakness using this definition was associated with 4.8 times the odds of slow walking relative to normal strength (OR = 4.84, 95% CI: 3.94–5.95). In contrast, underweight women were more likely to be classified as weak when using a definition based on grip strength alone (32%) than when using a definition based on grip strength divided by BMI (5%).

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of this analysis was to identify cutpoints that distinguish weakness associated with poor mobility performance using cross-sectional data. The cutpoints developed here and carried forward in additional analysis as part of the FNIH Sarcopenia Project define grip strength less than 26 kg in men and less than 16 kg in women as “weak.” These cutpoints classified 5% of men and 18% of women as weak, and weakness based on this definition was associated with more than 7 times the odds of slow walking in men and more than 4 times the odds of slow walking in women relative to normal strength. Cutpoints performed well across a range of subgroups defined by anthropometric characteristics (BMI, height) and the presence of chronic conditions. In addition to identifying a weak group, models identified a group with detectable, although less severe weakness in both men and women (termed “intermediate”). This intermediate level of weakness (<32 kg in men and <20 kg in women) was associated with 3.6 times the odds of slow walking in men and 2.4 times the odds of slow walking in women relative to normal strength.
The analytic approach used here focused on maximizing concurrent validity between strength and mobility impairment. This approach resulted in a relatively conservative definition of weakness, based both on test statistics and on comparison to existing definitions. Our aim was to maximize confidence that the criterion was detecting a clinically relevant degree of weakness. In men who were not slow (i.e., walking speed ≥ 0.8 m/s), only 3% were weak, whereas 23% of men who were slow were weak. In women who are not slow, 13% were weak, compared with 31% of women who are slow. Thus, the definition of weakness proposed here identifies a subgroup of older persons with a higher probability of combined weakness and slowness than expected in the older population.
The European Working Group on Sarcopenia in Older Persons defined weakness based on a grip strength less than 30 kg in men and less than 20 kg in women (9). This definition corresponds most closely to the cutpoints we identified to classify the intermediate level of weakness. The cutpoints identified here as “weak” are lower (<26 kg in men and <16 kg in women) and resulted in a smaller proportion of the population being classified as weak (13).

Importantly, the role of BMI differed by gender. In models including all potential variations on grip strength and body size (grip strength, body size, and grip strength/body size ratios), grip strength alone was the best predictor for men, whereas grip strength/BMI was the best predictor for women. After carrying forward both definitions for additional analysis and comparing the strength of the relationships between weakness and slowness, as well as model fit statistics, neither definition performed consistently better than the other. In the absence of clear evidence that including BMI in the definition of weakness added to our ability to predict mobility disability, we elected to use the simpler indicator of weakness unadjusted for BMI.

Although the two different definitions of weakness had similar relationships with slow walking (as indicated by the strength of the relationship and the model fit statistics), they characterized different subgroups of the population as weak—a group with limited ability to generate strength and a group unable to generate sufficient strength relative to BMI. Because the a priori focus of this analysis was on identifying a subgroup of older adults in whom weakness might be due to low lean mass, we selected the definition based on strength unadjusted for BMI. However, another group may exist in whom weakness is due to low muscle quality.

It remains unclear why BMI would be more important for women than for men. This may be an artifact of the samples used in this analysis. Men and women were drawn from different study populations (MrOs in men, SOF in women, different UCONN clinical trials available for each gender). It may also reflect sex differences in body composition or the association between strength and mobility. Strength declines more rapidly in men at older ages (32), and the association between strength and physical function appears stronger in men than in women (5,33).

A central finding of this analysis is the lack of a clear threshold effect in the association between grip strength and gait speed. Previous research has reported nonlinearities in the relationship between strength and mobility (1,3), suggesting that there may be a threshold below which mobility becomes more difficult. However, we did not find evidence of a threshold in the relationship between grip strength and gait speed. Although grip strength is well correlated with lower extremity strength and is associated with mobility outcomes, it may not detect subtle differences in the association between lower extremity strength and function. However, preliminary analysis of knee extension strength also did not demonstrate nonlinearities in the association of strength and gait speed. It is possible that other measures of function, such ability to rise from a chair, would exhibit threshold effects that we were not able to observe using gait speed as an outcome. However, we were unable to examine inability to rise from a chair as a mobility outcome, because of low prevalence in this sample. The populations included in the FNIH Sarcopenia Project were all drawn from community-dwelling samples of older adults and may be underrepresentative of older populations with mobility limitations and weakness. Notably, however, some other studies have also been unable to identify thresholds in the association between strength and functional performance (34). Importantly, strength is one of many factors that influence gait speed, including balance, vision, cognition, and muscle power.

We used CART to identify weakness cutpoints, but it is important to recognize limitations in this approach. First, CART, by definition, partitions data into groups, even when the underlying relationship between the predictor and outcome is linear. Second, our CART models did not account for differences between studies included in the model, although we accounted for study in subsequent logistic models. Finally, no statistical model alone can identify a disease state, thus further work is necessary to understand the physiological implications of these results.

The definition of weakness proposed here relies on grip strength measurement. Although grip strength was measured using a variety of protocols, the proposed strength cutpoints performed well across cohorts. Unfortunately, data are unavailable from the present studies to directly compare measurement across protocols. By using the maximum measured grip strength from either hand, we sought to minimize variation based on these factors, but variation due to dynamometer used, hand position, and other factors may still exist (28). Future research should consider standardized protocols to facilitate comparison (28).

The analysis used a data-driven approach in a large and diverse pooled data set to identify weakness cutpoints associated with mobility impairment defined by gait speed. This is an important first step in identifying populations that may benefit from interventions to improve strength and muscle function. Results from this analysis highlight the utility of an absolute measure of weakness across population groups but also point to the need to consider strength relative to body size, particularly in women. Results also cast doubt on the existence of a strong threshold effect in the association between strength and gait speed, suggesting that increases in strength may have positive effects on physical function across the spectrum of strength observed in community-dwelling older adults. Despite lack of strong evidence of threshold effects, criteria for the identification of weakness may help identify populations that would experience the greatest benefit from interventions to improve strength and help clinicians identify patients at risk of weakness-associated mobility limitations.
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